A. Initial survey

- Zoom polls

B. Quick Round-Robin: 5-10 minutes each

ORDER: DVM curriculum - Year 1 → DVM Year 2 → DVM Year 3 → Undergraduate curriculum → Other → Repeat

1. What is the course you are going to talk about?
   - Course title?
   - Curriculum? (undergrad, DVM, other)
   - Required or elective?
   - Year in curriculum? (intro, upper class, DVM Y1, Y2, Y3, etc.)
   - etc.

2. How many students enrolled?

3. What is/has been the basic format for the course?
   - Lecture
   - Lecture & lab
   - Primarily lab
   - Other – e.g. flipped classroom, discussion, small group, etc.

4. What did you do? (a brief description)

5. What seemed to work well?

6. What did not work as well?

7. What ideas do you have for improvement?

8. Suggestions for others and/or for college/university?

C. Suggestions/requests for “deeper dives” → June sessions

- More sharing first?
- By approach/topic? Zoom breakout rooms, Top Hat quizzes or pages, student engagement approaches, etc.
- By instructor – volunteers and requests?
- Other ideas?